A NEW DIMENSION OF PATIENT CARE

DELL AND GETWELLNETWORK ENGAGE YOUR PATIENTS IN THEIR CARE

A critical part of any healthcare setting is keeping patients comfortable, informed and engaged. Dell has teamed up with GetWellNetwork to make this happen more easily than ever. Using Dell’s cutting-edge PCs and servers, the GetWellNetwork® PatientLife System® is the advanced Interactive Patient Care (IPC) platform that converts the patient room television into a full interactive resource.

GetWellNetwork PatientLife System offers:

• On-Demand Content — selection of patient-specific education, communication and entertainment available on demand

• Patient Pathways™ — system of coordinated, automated on-screen messages that invite patients to become more engaged in their care

• Content Packages — comprehensive patient education library with the option to include your own proprietary or preferred content

• Ease of Use — simple user interface suitable for a variety of patients

PARTNERING WITH DELL TO ENGAGE PATIENTS

Through a combination of GetWellNetwork’s software solutions and Dell hardware, your patients can have the information they need at their bedside, while your hospital can reduce the cost and enhance the quality of care delivery.

“By coordinating the delivery of care all the way to the patient, we are able to help hospitals close the loop on their service and quality initiatives, and ultimately improve outcomes.”

Michael O’Neil, Jr.
Founder and CEO of GetWellNetwork, Inc.

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT YOUR DEDICATED DELL REP AT 866-210-4830 OR VISIT DELL.COM/Healthcare
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The Dell products in this brochure are not medical devices and are not listed under UL60601. As a result, they must not be used within 6 feet of a patient or allowed to directly contact a patient. Products in this brochure not made by Dell are not listed under UL60601 unless otherwise stated by the third-party manufacturer. For more information, please visit www.dell.com/healthcare/certification.
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